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ABSTRACT 
 
Rizki Amilia Permatasari. 123221255. 2017.The Difficulties in Reading 
Comprehension OfEnglish Education Department At Iain Surakarta In 2016/2017 
Academic Year. Thesis English Education Program, Islamic Education and Teacher 
Training Faculty. State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 
Advisor : NovianniAnggraini. S. Pd. M. Pd 
Key : reading difficulties, international students 
The objectives of this research are: (1) to know about the factors that cause 
difficulties experienced by Thai students when Learning Reading at the six semesters 
at IAIN Surakarta in 2016/2017 Academic Year. (2) to know about the strategies used 
by Thai students to overcome their Reading difficulties in reading class at the six 
semester at IAIN Surakarta in 2016/2017 Academic Year. 
 In conducting this research, the researcher applied qualitative method, 
especially case study. The sources of data are the Thai students of English Education 
who had Critical Reading at the fifth semesters in IAIN Surakarta. Because of Thai 
students include International students, who have difficulties in reading, the 
researcher took four Thai students as the informant of the research. This research was 
done because Thai students have to learn Indonesian language first to understand 
what the people say to explain something, while they have to learn English language 
as their subject had been taken. The study was designed to determine how foreign 
language difficulties influence the process of learning a new foreign language. The 
Thai students have some difficulties in reading English text. In this study the 
researchers explain the difficulties experienced by Thai students in reading English 
text.Difficulties are mostly in the spelling, identifying main ideas, recognizing plot 
and generic structure, word analyses, translation, even though they like reading 
because their difficulties they fee bore and cannot enjoy their reading class. 
 The result of the analysis shows that Thai students have strategies to 
influence their difficulties. The most strategy they used is preparation followed by 
relaxation, positive thinking, peer seeking, and resignation. They studied reading 
lesson although not every day. They also always asked to their friends if they got 
difficulty. Even though they were difficult in reading class, they tried to calm down 
and to enjoy the tension. Sometimes, they played their phone as their resignation. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of Study 
The reading skill has an important role in language 
acquisition/learning; it is observed that EFL learners face a significant number 
of difficulties which prevent them to perform the reading task. Reading helps 
in mental development and is known to stimulate the muscles of the eyes. 
According to Van (2009) reading is activity that involves greater levels of 
concentration and adds to the conversational skill of the reader. It is an 
indulgence that enhances the knowledge acquired consistently. The habit of 
the reading also helps readers to discover new words and phrases that they 
come across in everyday conversations. The habits can become a healthy 
addiction and adds to the information available on various topics. It helps us 
to stay in-touch with contemporary writers and makes us sensitive to global 
issues.  
Of all the skills students learn, reading is arguably one of the most 
important learning skills. Unfortunately, for many students with reading 
difficulties, learning to read is one of the most frustrating activities will ever 
face. All often, the barriers they face overshadow their desire to read, without 
proper guidance, hey never overcome them. According to Smith, (1994 : p.26) 
learners may suffer from some problems when reading in the English 
language at the level of vocabulary knowledge, ambiguous words, sentences 
coherence and cohesion aspect and pronunciation difficulties. The causes 
behind these problems may be mainly related to the learners’ lack of reading 
habit or to the difficulty of the reading skill itself.  
Reading difficulties among primary school learners is an issue of 
concern in any society (Snow, Burns and Griffin : 1998). Reading is 
considered to be a basic need in the modern world of science and technology. 
Some learners have dropped out of school without acquiring the necessary 
reading skills while others read without understanding what they are reading 
(Zuengler & Miller : 2006).  Reading difficulties is a subtle and difficult 
condition to describe. This is true since there are no two cases which are 
exactly alike so that they do form a distinct group in the educational scene. 
Not all students who cannot read well disable readers. Just some of them are. 
On the other hand, some of the students who are seemingly progressing fairly 
well are in reality reading difficulties cases (Al-Khuli : 2000) 
Reading difficulties has many characteristics such as, difficulties in 
single word reading, initial difficulties decoding or sounding out words, 
difficulties reading sight words, insufficients phonological; the understanding 
that sentence are comprised of words, words are made up of syllables and 
syllables are made up of individual sounds or phonemes, expressive or 
respective language difficulties and difficulties with comprehension. The 
prosessing difficulties my also be revealed in spelling and writing. Written 
expression disability and mathematics difficulty are commonly found in 
combination with a reading difficulty. (Paris, 2005) 
In this case, four Thai students are studying English language in 
Indonesia. They are the third semesters who took English Department as their 
subject. They are including international students that have higher difficulties 
than domestic students. They feel communication apprehension and social 
anxiety. Robertson et al. (Taylor, 2005: 569) concluded that language issues 
were the major area of unsolved problems facing international students. They 
have to learn Indonesian language first to success in second language 
learning. In the other hand, they took English Department in IAIN Surakarta 
that has to be learned by them. It means that they have to learn both 
Indonesian language and English language. They should make balance to 
learn both of the languages.  
In the context of this study, the researcher took three Thai students 
learned Critical Reading at the foutth semester of English Department in IAIN 
Surakarta to be investigated their reading difficulties and strategies of the 
difficulties. Observation has shown that these Thai students faced difficulties 
in reading class. They faced the longer text 4 and found many new words in 
the text. Difficult to decode the text made they lack motivation, lack of 
confidence, no participation in class activities, and the difficulties of the 
English language itself. The other factors were different language. Most of 
lecturers used Indonesian language to explain the material, often Javanese 
language. It was main factor that made them bored in class. They could not 
understand yet of the long text they read, meanwhile they had to understand 
what the lecturer said. They were not sure to understand with lecturer‟s 
explanation, either Indonesian language, Javanese language, or even English 
language. Looking back at their status as a bilingual, they had similar feeling 
when they learned Indonesian language as their second language. Indonesian 
language likes obligatory languages that must be learned in order to success in 
second language learning. Even though they understand what people say, they 
are still confused to produce the right words of the language. They prefer to be 
silent and tend to be passive students than to be active but they do 
mispronouncing.  
Based on the interview done in pre-research with reading lecturer, the 
researcher got the information about Thai students when learn reading. One of 
the questions is about Thai students‟ outcome in Critical Reading at the foutth 
semester. Their score was lower than domestic students and always under the 
passing grade. They often answered the question that was unsuitable with the 
question. Their pronunciation was unwell and they lack vocabulary. They 
must be forced to read loudly and to answer the question. They were more 
confused in extensive reading than intensive reading. In extensive reading, 
they found many new vocabularies and the difficult words. Automatically, 
they should study hard to overcome reading difficulties in class. Most of 
English lecturers also said that they were silent in the language classrooms; 
they seldom volunteer to participate in answering questions and no give their 
opinion or initiate communication. The other lecturers also said that they more 
understood the Indonesian language than English language, but lecture’s 
explanation must be slowly. After observation in the teaching and learning 
process of reading class, the researcher found that there were some problems 
arisen in students‟ difficulties in reading comprehension. The problems which 
came from students are follows: (1) the Thai students are passive in reading 
class; (2) the Thai students looked anxious when they are asked about the 6 
reading material; (3) the Thai students were difficult in understanding they 
read. The researcher found some reasons why those problems arose. The 
critical issues were influenced by classroom activities. They are: (1) the Thai 
students are shy or anxious to say anything; (2) the Thai students tend to be 
passive students because most of Thai students have not understand well the 
language lecturer used; (3) the Thai students are lack of vocabulary, 
grammatical structure, and unwell pronunciation. Because of there are four 
Thai students in IAIN Surakarta, especially for the third semesters, the 
researcher wants to investigate the students‟ difficulties in learning Critical 
Reading at the third semester. The researcher wants to know what are the 
factors that cause difficulties and the strategies that they do to reduce their 
difficulties.  
 
Based on the consideration, the researcher is interested in carrying out 
a study on ”THE DIFFICULTIES IN READING COMPREHENSION 
OF THAI STUDENTS OF ENGLISH EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
AT IAIN SURAKARTA IN ACADEMIC YEARS 2016/2017”. 
 
 
B. Limitation of The Problem  
The study limited to four Thai students of English Department at the 
six semester in IAIN Surakarta. The researcher paid attention to analysis of 
reading difficulties when they learned reading English as foreign language, 
especially for Critical Reading at the third semester. The participants are the 
Thai students, the domestic student, and the reading lecturers. 
 
C. The Problem Formula 
Based on the researcher background above, the problem statements of 
the research are as followed:  
1. What factors cause reading difficulties experienced by Thai students 
when learning reading at the third semester at IAIN Surakarta in 
2016/2017 Academic Year?  
2. What strategies are used by Thai students to overcome their reading 
difficulties in reading class at the third semester at IAIN Surakarta in 
2016/2017 Academic Year? 
 
D. The Objectives of the Study 
The general objective of this research is Thai students‟ difficulties 
when learn reading. In relation to the problem statements above in the 
research: 
1. Describe about the factors that cause difficulties experienced by Thai 
students when Learning Reading at the third semester at IAIN Surakarta 
in 2016/2017 Academic Year. 
2. Describe about the strategies used by Thai students to overcome their 
Reading difficulties in reading class at the third semester at IAIN 
Surakarta in 2016/2017 Academic Year. 
 
 
E. Benefit of study 
Realizing this, the benefits of the study are: 
1. Theoretical Benefits 
a. The results of this study are expected to do useful to add to the 
research literature in the field of education or language. 
b. The results of this study are expected to be useful as a material for 
further research 
c. This study is expected to add insight and ideas to enrich exploratory 
science, especially in the English language learning process. 
d. The results of this research can be used as a foundation for other 
researcher in developing future research. 
e. For Islamic Education ant Teacher Training faculty and campus IAIN 
Surakarta, this study is expected to add to the collection and 
knowledge about the process of learning a new language. 
2. Practical Benefits  
From this study, it is expected that the results of the research can give 
contribution to the improvement of the effective English teachinglearning 
process in general by knowing students‟ difficulties, especially for 
international students. The result of this research can be used by lecturers, 
students and other researcher.  
For the lecturers, lecturers can know the students‟ difficulties when 
they learn reading English as foreign language. Moreover, when the 
lecturer faces the international students, they have to explain slowly and 
clearly to speak either second or foreign language. They also can choose 
the appropriate technique for both domestic students and international 
students. Thus, lecturer has preparation to face the international students 
before enter the class.  
For international students, they can prepare the strategies that must be 
done before face the foreign language. Even though their difficulties is 
always felt when they are studying foreign language, at least their 
difficulties will be reduced as long as they do the strategies.  
For domestic students, they can study each other with international 
students. It aims to motivate the international students to get understand 
easily from lecturer‟s explanation. They will not be nervous as long as 
they can cooperate well. For other researcher, this result of the research 
hoped can be used as the reference for other researcher when conducting 
the researcher. It may be different object or another technique. 
 
F. Definition of Key Terms 
1. Reading Difficulties 
Snow, Burns and Griffin (1998: p.93) define reading difficulties as the 
lower tail of a normal distribution of reading ability in the population. In 
other words individuals with reading difficulties are those whose 
achievement levels are lower than those of the rest of the people in the 
distribution. 
2. International students are those who have crossed borders for the purpose 
of study (Humphries: p.65 -77, 2011). 
3. Strategies have five categories of general strategies which are known as 
preparation, relaxation, positive thinking, peer seeking and resignation 
(Kondo and Ling‟s: 2004). 
4. Case study is the study that provides an in-depth description of a single 
unit. (Ary et al, 2010: 454). 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER II 
THEORITICAL REVIEW 
 
A. Review on Reading Skill 
Reading skills are used to improve student’s comprehension in text. It can 
be learnt through guided practice. Rauhan (2011: 37) share specific instruction 
in reading skills. Reading skills are how to recognize letters and phonic 
elements, how to discover familiar elements in the longer unfamiliar words, 
how to use context clues, how to note details, how to find the main idea of a 
longer passage, how to adapt approach and speed of reading both the nature of 
the material read and to their purpose. 
Reading skill is defined as bits of information that can be used to solve 
problem when reading or writing, enabling readers to turn writing into 
meaning and achieve the goals of reading independence, comprehension, and 
fluency. If reading skills appear to be lacking, then a reading skills assessment 
is recommended. (Ranchman, 1998:1) 
A skill approach to early reading tends to be characterized in terms of the 
ability to make sense of a written message. Early reading skills are 
exemplified by performance on certain kinds of motor skills, the ability to 
discriminate shape and patterns, and phonic and word recognition skills. 
Phonic involves the ability to read aloud with recognition skills, often 
associated with the so called ‘look and say’ method involve the ability to 
name whole words, whether presented in a textual or situation context or not 
(Wallace, 1996: 54) 
Base on the explanation above, it can be conclude that reading skills is 
ability to recognize letters and phonic elements, discover familiar elements in 
the longer unfamiliar word, use context clues, find the ideas, evaluate and 
visualize the author meaning to get the detail information and to do something 
well arising from training or practice. 
Both teachers and researchers have attempted to identify the mental 
activities that readers use in order to construct meaning from a text. 
a. Types of Reading 
Munby’s (In Headly, 1993: 197) states that model of reading 
instruction are divided types of reading into two categories, according to 
purpose: he characterizes reading as being either intensive or extensive. In 
intensive reading, often for information, students need to understand 
linguistic as well as semantic detail and pay close attention to the text. 
Four types of understanding are specified for training in intensive reading:  
1) Understanding the plain sense, or factual exact surface meanings in 
the text, 
2) Understanding implications, which involve making inferences and 
being sensitive to emotional tone and figurative language, 
3) Understanding the relationship of ideas in the reading passage, 
including interferential relationship and linkages between 
paragraphs 
4) Being able to relate the reading material to one’s own knowledge 
and experience 
In intensive reading, often for pleasure, students need not necessarily 
comprehend all the details of the text. However, speed and getting the gist 
are the most important criteria for training in this type of reading task. 
Understanding in a general way the author’s intent, getting the main ideas, 
and reacting to the material personally are also reading goals when reading 
extensively. 
Therefore the type of reading that is used by the students of junior 
high school in intensive reading. They have to understand the text in detail 
to get the information. Furthermore, it will help them at the next level 
such as senior high school and university level. 
b. The Techniques of Reading 
Reading techniques plays an important role in the process of reading 
to get understanding of the text. Different readers may have their own 
ways in reading. There are many techniques in reading propose by many 
experts. Grellet (1998) summarizes some techniques in reading as bellow: 
1) Scanning 
Scanning is reading strategy in which the reader glances at a text to 
find a particular piece of information. Wallace (2003) states that 
scanning occurs when a reader goes through a text very quickly in 
order to find a particular point of information. It involves these steps: 
a) Determining what key words to look for. 
b) Looking quickly through the text for those words. 
c) Reading the sentences around key words to see if they provide the 
information being sought. 
d) If the texts provide the information being sought, do not read 
further. If they do not provide the information being sought, 
continue scanning. 
2) Skimming 
Skimming is a reading strategy in which the reader glances at a 
text to get gist of it. The purpose of skimming is simply to see what a 
text is about. The reader skims in order to satisfy a very general 
curiosity about the text. It also helps the reader to recognize their 
thought and specify what information they can get from a book, so that 
their subsequent reading is more efficient. 
3) Extensive Reading 
Extensive reading is reading longer texts, usually for one’s 
own pleasure. This is a fluency activity, mainly involving global 
understanding. In extensive reading, the reader has a general 
understanding of the text without necessarily understanding every 
word. The text is always to be read for comprehension of main ideas, 
not of every detail word. 
4) Intensive Reading 
Intensive reading is reading shorter texts to extract specific 
information. This is reading for detail. In intensive reading, the reader 
is expected to understand everything they read and to be able to 
answer detailed vocabulary and comprehension questions.  
An appropriate reading technique is important to the reader. It 
will make the reader get the ideas of the text easily. By reading a text 
in an appropriate way, the reader will not waste his/her time and it will 
be easier for his/her to remember important point of the text. In junior 
high school, some of those reading techniques are used, but the 
techniques, which are often used by the students in a completing a 
task, are scanning and skimming. The students usually find particular 
information in the text using these reading techniques because they are 
considered as the easiest way to get the ideas of the text. 
c. Micro skills and Macro skills of Reading 
Brown (2004) gives the list of micro and macro skills of reading as 
bellow: 
1) Micro skills 
a) Discriminate among distinctive graphemes and orthographic 
patterns of English. 
b) Retain chucks of language of different lengths in short-term 
memory. 
c) Process writing at an efficient rate of speed to suit the purpose. 
d) Recognize a core of words, and interpret word other pattern and 
their significance. 
e) Recognize grammatical word classes (noun, verb, etc.) systems 
(e.g. tense, agreement, pluralisation) patterns, rules, and elliptical 
forms. 
f) Recognize that a particular meaning may be expressed in different 
grammatical forms. 
g) Recognize cohesive devices in written discourse and their role in 
signaling the relationship between and among the clauses. 
2) Macro skills 
a) Recognize the rhetorical form of written discourse and their 
significance for interpretation. 
b) Recognize the communicative function of written texts, according 
to form and purpose. 
c) Infer context that is not explicit by using background knowledge. 
d) From described events, ideas, etc. infer links and connections 
between events, deduce causes and effects, and detect such relation 
as main idea, supporting idea, new information, given information, 
generalization, and exemplification. 
e) Distinguish between literal and implied meaning. 
f) Detect culturally specific references and interpret them in a context 
of the appropriate cultural schemata. 
g) Develop and use a battery of reading strategies such as scanning 
and skimming, detecting discourse markers, guessing the meaning 
of words from context, and activating schemata for the 
interpretation of texts. 
Based on the micro skills and macro skills above, the writer can infer 
that reading is a process of extracting meaning from text by doing an active 
construction on the reader’s mind to find main ideas, explicit and implicit 
information, and the reference of pronoun in the text, and the meaning of 
words based on the context. 
 B. The Nature of Reading Difficulties 
Difficulties at word level are connected to skills of decoding and word 
identification, and involve problems in automatic recall, using phonic 
knowledge and orthographic units within the word, and using analogy and the 
context of the sentence or paragraph (Westwood, 2008). Automatic recall 
enables readers to access the word automatically from their sight vocabulary, 
while phonic knowledge helps them to decode a word very quickly by 
associating the letters with equivalent phonemes; after several encounters of 
the same word, usually 5 to 7, it becomes part of sight vocabulary. However, 
beginning readers and children with reading difficulties can have significant 
difficulties in word identification or in retrieving words already stored in 
memory, i.e. word finding difficulty (WFD). If readers are not able to 
recognize words immediately, they experience problems with reading. 
Struggling readers often cannot use the word recognition strategies rapidly, or 
are not able to decode words with difficult (irregular) spelling patterns due to 
poor phonic skills and ineffective decoding strategies. If they try decoding 
letter-by-letter, they become very slow, thus “overloading their working 
memory and impairing comprehension” (Westwood, 2008: p.18).  
Since reading fluency generally depends on efficient decoding, 
“children with weak decoding skills are unlikely to become fluent readers” 
(Rubin, 1975). To be able to decode words properly, learners first need to 
develop their phonological awareness and to establish their understanding of 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences, the skills whose development should 
start at pre-school age. Westwood (2008) said that “it is believed that very 
many students with reading and spelling difficulties have poor phonological 
awareness,” which prevents them from identifying unfamiliar words; without 
phonological awareness children cannot master phonic decoding skills, 
necessary for spelling and identifying unfamiliar words (p. 19). Moreover, 
phonological weaknesses account for most severe reading difficulties, which 
can also be caused by “limited vocabulary knowledge, deficits in working 
memory, and problems with rapid retrieval of letter-sound correspondences 
and words from memory” (Westwood, 2008: p.20). The most severe reading 
difficulties, or specific reading difficulties like dyslexia, are thought to result 
from “the double deficit of both phonological problems and difficulties in 
rapid retrieval of orthographic information from memory” (Westwood, 2008: 
20).   
Learning to read and write begins long before the school years, as the 
biological, cognitive and social precursors are put into place. Grellet (1981) 
further state that the capacity to read and write is related to children’s age 
related developmental timetables. There is no clear agreement on the precise 
chronological or mental age nor on a particular developmental level must that 
children reach before they are ready to learn to read and write. Without 
reading skills, learners cannot understand the contents of their textbooks. This 
is the main reason why many Namibian learners do not progress satisfactorily 
at school (Educational Library Services (ELS), 2003). 
Reading problems are found among every age group and in every 
primary school classroom, although some children are at greater risk of 
reading difficulties than others. How and why precisely this happens has not 
been fully understood (Snow, Burns and Griffin, 1998). According to Snow, 
Burns and Griffin (1998), the factors that contribute to these reading 
difficulties include biological deficits that make the processing of 
soundsymbol relationship difficult, factors within the individual, factors in the 
home, social and cultural environments and factors in the school 
environments such as school curriculum and teaching methods. 
Reading difficulties among primary school learners is an issue of 
concern in any society (Snow, Burns and Griffin, 1998). Reading is 
considered to be a basic need in the modern world of science and technology.  
Deutsch (in Cabansag, 2013: 21) states there are many variables that 
cause difficulties in EFL learning to read. He observed that students 
experience problems while reading comprehension tests. Unfamiliar scripts, 
writing system, and unfamiliar cultural material are some factors that cause an 
emotional block to read English material (Saito et al, 1999: 203). Students 
might difficult to decode the text and actual processing of textual meaning. It 
will affects an uninteresting in reading inside or outside the EFL classroom. 
Students who want to achieve good score from foreign language, especially 
for English language, they have to do positive strategies. These positive 
strategies include being well-prepared, making an effort and asking other 
classmates for help. It is different with negative strategies that are including 
giving up, ignoring, avoiding, and distancing oneself from difficult situations. 
In the context of this study, the researcher took three Thai students learned 
Critical Reading at the fourth semester of English Department in IAIN 
Surakarta to be investigated their reading difficulties and strategies of the 
difficulties. 
Observation has shown that these Thai students faced difficulties in 
reading class. They faced the longer text and found many new words in the 
text. Difficult to decode the text made they lack motivation, lack of 
confidence, no participation in class activities, and the difficulties of the 
English language itself. The other factors were different language. Most of 
lecturers used Indonesian language to explain the material, often Javanese 
language. It was main factor that made them bored in class. They could not 
understand yet of the long text they read, meanwhile they had to understand 
what the lecturer said. They were not sure to understand with lecturer’s 
explanation, either Indonesian language, Javanese language, or even English 
language. 
There are the reading difficulties according to another researcher, 
Investigating Reading Difficulties In English Second Language Of Grade 3 
Learners In One Primary School In The Khomas Education Region Of 
Namibia by Rauha Nehafo Hartney April, 2011 : 
1. Spelling  
Spelling is a linguistic process of phonemic orthography (correct 
writing) with the necessary letters and diacritics present in 
a comprehensible order, usually with some degree of standardization; it is 
"the conventions which determine how the graphemes of a writing system 
are used to write a language.  In another words it is interpretation of 
speech sound (phoneme) into writing (grapheme). Spelling is one of the 
elements of orthography, and highly. The other researcher by Yassin said 
that spelling I a par of reading difficulties into EFL learner, especially for 
reading. 
2. Context Clues  
Kassim (2013) define context clues as clues to the meaning and/or 
pronunciation of an unknown word derived from the words preceding or 
following that word e.g., one can use context clues to determine that the 
missing word in the following sentence is “dog”; “The ………. is 
barking”.  
3. Decoding  
Kassim (2013) define decoding as the process of taking words in print 
and changing them to spoken words. This is accomplished when the 
reader applies one or more of the following word recognition strategies: 
phonics, structural analysis and context clues.  
4. Fluency  
Fluency is the ability to read orally with speed, accuracy, and vocal 
expression. The ability to read fluently is one of several critical factors 
necessary for reading comprehension. If areader is not fluent, it may be 
difficult to remember what was read and to relate the ideas expressed in 
the text to his or her background knowledge. This accuracy and 
automaticity of reading serves as a bridge between decoding and 
comprehension expression (Ekwall and Shanker, 1993). 
5. Morphology  
According to Snow, Burns and Griffin (1998), morphology is the 
study of the structure and form of words in a language. 1.10.11 
Neurological Dysfunction Snow, Burns and Griffin (1998) define 
neurological dysfunction as a disorder of the mind caused by accidents 
that have involved damage to the brain. 
6. Phonics  
The method of teaching people, how to read by correlating sounds 
with alphabetical symbols. Ramelan (1983) 
7. Phonological Awareness  
Snow, Burns and Griffin (1998) describe phonological awareness as a 
general ability to attend to the sounds of a language distinct from its 
meaning. For most children, an awareness of the phonological structure of 
speech generally develops gradually over the pre-school years. 
8. Word Identification In this study,  
word identification means that the reader could pronounce a word, 
even when he or she did not know what it meant. The terms “word 
identification;” “word recognition” and “decoding” are frequently used 
interchangeably. The new Literacy Dictionary defines both word 
recognition and word identification as the process of determining the 
pronunciation and some degree of meaning of unknown word Ramelan 
(1983). 
9. Word Recognition  
According to Rubin (1975: p.21), word recognition is the ability of a 
reader to recognize words,usually referring only to recognition by sight or 
recognition without the aid of word analysis. Goulandris and Solikhah 
(2014) state that word recognition occurs when a written word is 
recognized as afamiliar word and pronounced correctly, regardless of 
whether it appears in isolation or embedded in text. 
10. Schemata  
According to Rubin (1975) schemata is a term for mental structures 
that processinformation, perceptions and experiences; individuals’ 
schemas change as they grow. 
 
C. International Students 
International students are those who have crossed borders for the 
purpose of study (OECD: 2013). They come to another country to study as 
they need. Automatically, they had to adapt with new culture, environment, 
and language. In fact, they have problems in new live; culture shock, 
homesickness, and social difficulties. Most international students report some 
degree of culture shock when they arrive and begin their studies typically 
manifested as stress, anxiety, and feelings of powerlessness, rejection and 
isolation (Humphries: 2011). Being exposed to new values, attitudes and 
behavior patterns is not necessarily debilitating, however; indeed, the 
experience can be transformative. In fact, some research shows that 
international students seem to be able to cope relatively well when faced with 
other stressful life events(Wierzbicka, Anna. 2006) 
Friendship networks seem to be a critical factor in how well 
international students deal with stress (Wierzbicka, Anna. 2006). Those who 
have a strong social support system tend to more quickly and effectively 
adjust to college life in their host country International students indicate a 
stronger preference for making friends from the same country or students 
from other nations over students from the host county. They investigated 
international students in America, state that international students who do 
cultivate friendships with American students tend to adapt and adjust more 
easily.  
Becoming accepted into an affinity group that offers social support is 
more difficult for international students if few students are from their country 
or global region. Moreover, adapting to customs and mores of American 
society and campus life may conflict with aspects of the personal and cultural 
identity of students from other countries (Rauha:2011). As a result, they are 
more likely to report feeling isolated and lonely, which can escalate into 
severe depression. This, in turn, may have a dampening influence on their 
participation in activities that contribute to important learning and personal 
development outcomes of college. One common coping mechanism is to 
focus more on academic achievement.  
In another case, Robertson et al. (in Sawir, 2005: 569) explored the 
difficulties experienced by international students studying at one Australian 
university. The researchers surveyed both international student and local staff 
perceptions of those difficulties. Staff and students emphasize language as a 
key source of difficulties in teaching and learning. The students manifest a 
lack of confidence with English. They have incomplete understanding of 
lecturers‟ spoken English, and feel unhappy with their oral performances in 
the presence of Australian classmates. There are also concerns about 
colloquial language, writing difficulties, and problems of interpretation. He 
concluded that language issues were the major area of unsolved problems 
facing international students. Research in Australian universities by Bretag et 
al. (in Sawir, 2005: 569) found that according to academic staff, international 
students from a Non-English Speaking Background (NESB students) were 
unable to contribute effectively, as required, in tutorial discussion; and that 
due to poor grammar their written work was often hard to read and to assess.  
A study by Wong (in Sawir, 2005: 570) used interviews with 
international students. He found that many international students, accustomed 
to a didactic and teacher-center environment with less classroom 
conversation, found it difficult in Australia to make the transition from 
passive learning. At the same time, his study found that the students 
acknowledged that their lack of English language proficiency in the 
classroom, exacerbated by cultural barriers, was a principal source of learning 
difficulties.  
It can be concluded that international student is someone studying in 
another country to fulfill some specific purposes or necessity. Most of them 
are anxious to face new culture and language. They had to study the language 
used in that country and English language as Thai students took. They are 
difficult to adapt in both of the languages, so they are passive in class. 
 
D. Previous Study 
The researcher presents the previous study dealing with the topic. The 
title is Investigating Reading Difficulties In English Second Language Of 
Grade 3 Learners In One Primary School In The Khomas Education Region 
Of Namibia by Rauha Nehafo Hartney (April, 2011). The difficulty with this 
research is in the subject of research. The previous was analyzed 3 learners 
from primary School, while the researcher used international students of IAIN 
Surakarta. The similarity is from the variable of this research that is the 
difficulties of reading in Academic form.   
The second is Reading Difficulty Levels of Selected Articles in the 
Journal of Research in Music Education and Journal of Historical Research 
in Music Education by Alexandra H. Humphreys from Arizona State 
University—Phoenix, U.S.A. Jere T. Humph (2016). From the second 
previous study the researcher fine the similarity in the variable; those are the 
difficulties in learning second language. The difference is the subject research; 
the researcher used students in English Education but the previous used 
students from music class. 
The third is English Language Anxiety Among Thai Students In 
Reading Comprehension At The Fifth Semester Of English Department At Iain 
Surakarta In 2015/2016 Academic Year (Case Study In Iain Surakarta)by 
Qurrotul Azizah. In Qurrotul research is analyze about students anxieties of 
learning second language. From this research the researcher also fines the 
similarities. Those are the subject of study in IAIN Surakarta. Qurrotul was 
observed about how Thai students in IAIN anxieties in study reading same 
with the researcher also observed Thai students. The differences are the 
researcher analyze about the difficulties in reading comprehension while 
qurrotul analyze about anxieties in learning second language.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Method 
Research method is the way used to collect the data. It is the study of 
discussing scientific methods for the research. The research method gives very 
accurate time and need hard work. It means that a research will have a high 
scientific value if the scientific research is worked with the adequate data and 
correct procedures. This research uses qualitative method. It provides rich 
descriptive accounts targeted to understanding a phenomenon, a process, or a 
particular point of view from the perspective of those involved (Ary et al, 
2010: 453). It aims to describe how are events, processes, and activities 
perceived by participants. This research is a case study because it provides an 
in-depth description of a single unit. It describes how and why things happen; 
allowing the investigation of contextual realities. It is a single occurrence of 
something that the researcher is interested in examining.  
The characteristic of case study is something unique or typical or for a 
variety of other reasons (Ary et al, 2010: 454). In this case, the researcher 
wants to analyze the Thai students‟ difficulties in learning English, especially 
for reading comprehension. Because of reading is a basic knowledge to get 
more information, they have to understand what they read. The lecturer has to 
guide well to their students, especially for international students. At the same 
time, they have to do know the Indonesian language as their second language. 
The lecturers should mix their language when they explain the material, 
although they more understand the Indonesian language by speaking slowly. 
It can be summarized that this study focus on difficulties experienced by Thai 
students when they learn reading English. 
 
B. Research Setting 
The research was carried out at IAIN Surakarta in Academic Year of 
2016/2017. It is located in the Jl. Pandawa Pucangan Kartasura, Sukoharjo. Time 
and subject became main of research setting. Time is needed to reach target of 
finishing the thesis. Doing the research, the researcher needed long time to 
analyze Thai students difficulties in learning reading. Thus, the researcher made a 
check list in order to discipline the time. It was started from August 2016 till Sept 
2017. 
 
 
Table 3.1 Time of Research 
No Activities Aug
ust 
2016 
Sep Oct dec jan Jun Sep 
201
7 
 
1 Create proposal        
2 Pre-research  
a. Observation in 
reading class 
b. Interview with 
reading lecturers who 
taught Thai students 
c. Interview with 
domestic student who 
in same class with 
Thai students 
       
3 Examination of proposal        
4 Interview with three Thai 
students about reading 
difficulties learned in the 
fifth semester. 
       
5 Arrange thesis        
6 Examination of 
Munaqosyah 
       
 
Subject of research is also the main of making the thesis, because it is a 
subject that would be researched. The subject of this research is reading 
difficulties by Thai students, explains about reading difficulties, International 
students and strategies to cause difficulties.  
 
C. Data and Source of The Data 
The source of the data in this research includes event and informant.  
1. Event  
The event in this research is in the form of the three Thai students‟ 
difficulties face reading in English learning activities in the classroom of 
English department in the third semester students. 
2. Informant  
Informant which is in qualitative research is often called as respondent 
are people who give the information for the research. The informants of 
this research are the reading lecturers that ever taught Thai students. Some 
domestic students are also become the informant that give information 
about attitude of Thai students, either inside or outside classroom. Then 
the Thai students of the six semester are the most important to be 
interviewed. Another data will be found from the English teaching-
learning process in critical reading class through observation. 
Table 3.2 List of Informant 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Documents 
Documents are concerned with evidence and evidence implies facts. 
Meaning, however, is constructed in the mind of the observer, even where 
facts are concerned (Sugiyono : 2007). Paul Otlet considered that most 
authors were too wordy, that texts tended to be duplicative, and the print-
No. Name 
Date of 
Interview 
Time Place 
1 
Subject 4 (the 
lecture of 
critical reading) 
14 June 
2017 
08.00-
08.30 
PPG 202 
IAIN 
Surakarta 
2 
Subject 6 
(domestic 
students 
10 June 
2017 
11.00-
11.30 
Campus 
IAIN 
Surakarta 
3 
Subject 5 (Thai 
Student) 
5 June 2017 
13.15-
14.00 
Campus 
IAIN 
Surakarta 
4 
Subject 1 (Thai 
Student) 
5 June 2017 
07.30 – 
07.30 
Campus 
IAIN 
Surakarta 
5 
Subject 3 (Thai 
Student) 
6 June 2017 
09.30-
10.00 
Campus 
IAIN 
Surakarta 
6 
Subject 2 (Thai 
Student) 
8 June 2017 
13.00-
14.00 
Campus 
IAIN 
Surakarta 
on-paper bound book (codex) was an inefficient medium. Expressing an 
idea does not naturally fit line length or page size. 
 
D. Research Instrument 
The instrument of this research is the researcher himself because the 
research is the descriptive qualitative research. The researcher has the main 
role in looking for the data or information related to the teaching – learning 
activities that the researcher focused on. The researcher also uses some 
supporting instruments, like tape recorder, and notebook to support collecting 
the data from the research field. 
 
E. The Technique of Collecting Data 
The researcher used two kinds of instruments to collect the data; they 
are observation, and interview. 
1. Observation  
Observation is an activity of viewing the research subject in detail. 
Marshall (in Sugiyono, 2007: 310) states that through observation, the 
researcher learns about behavior and the meaning attached to those 
behavior. It means the researcher observes the respondents‟ attitudes and 
meaning of the attitudes. There are three kinds of observation. Those are 
participant observation, overt observation and covert observation, and 
unstructured observation. In this study, the researcher used overt 
observation and covert observation. It is the kind of observations where 
the researcher says honestly that she will research the data source in class. 
Sometimes, the researcher do covertly to avoid unpermission to research 
them. In this study, the researcher observed the activities in the 
classroom, about the process of the reading lesson in English class. The 
researcher observed in A class that there are Thai students. The researcher 
observes about: a. The researcher observed all of the process of the 
teaching-learning critical reading starting from the opening class, the 
main teaching process, and also the closing. b. The difficulties of Thai 
students in English learning activities, especially for reading lesson. c. 
The Thai students‟ responses during the teaching-learning reading 
activities. 
2. Interview 
According Johnson in Sugiono (2007:194) stated that interview has 
been used by second language acquisition researcher seeking data on 
stages and processes of acquisition. To found some information was 
related to research conducting, the researcher used interview. In this 
study, the researcher collected the data by interviewing four Thai students 
in reading difficulties. The researcher use notebook and recorder as the 
tool to collect the data. In this case, the researcher will ask some 
information to critical reading lecture and the domestic. 
The researcher would ask some questions related the reading 
difficulties and some other questions that might help in completing the 
data. 
3. Document 
Document analysis is a form of qualitative research in which 
documents are interpreted by the researcher to give voice and meaning 
around an assessment topic. Analyzing documents incorporates coding 
content into themes similar to how focus group or interview transcripts 
are analyzed. A rubric can also be used to grade or score a document. 
There are three primary types of documents: 
a. Public Records: The official, ongoing records of an organization’s 
activities. Examples include student transcripts, mission 
statements, annual reports, policy manuals, student handbooks, 
strategic plans. 
b. Personal Documents: First-person accounts of an individual’s 
actions, experiences, and beliefs. Examples include calendars, e-
mails, scrapbooks, blogs, Facebook posts, duty logs, incident 
reports, reflections/journals, and newspapers. 
c. Physical Evidence: Physical objects found within the study setting 
(often called artifacts). Examples include flyers, posters, agendas, 
handbooks, and training materials. 
In this research the researcher was analyzed guide’s handbook that 
they always bring it when guiding tourist. The handbook was used for 
write some words that they do not know the meaning. They will find the 
difficult word in dictionary.  
 
F. Technique of Analyzing Data 
To analyze the qualitative data, the researcher used interactive analysis 
model. Based on Miles and Huberman in Sugiyono (2015:337-345) the 
interactive analysis data was consisted of three steps, namely: reducing the 
data, presenting the data, and drawing the conclusion. 
 
a. Reducing of the data  
The first step, the researcher analyzed the data that contain; selective 
process, focusing, and summarizing the data. The researcher selected the 
International Students of IAIN Surakarta. Then researcher made a list of 
guide that would interview by researcher.  
b. Presenting of the data 
The second step of analyzing the data was describing the data in 
narrative. The researcher described the data from interview recorded 
through audio recording. During describing the data, the researcher 
reduced inappropriate data which were not relevant to the study. Then, the 
researcher categorized the data into several themes; they were interaction, 
Informal English, and strategies of learning second language. Afterwards, 
the researcher interpreted to answer problem statements.  
 
c. Drawing of the conclusion  
Based on the data serve, the researcher takes the conclusion simply the 
process of the data analysis can be describes as follow:  
 
Figure 3.1. Miles and Huberman in sugiyono (2015:246-253) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The researcher is drawing conclusion and verifying about the research 
based on observation and interpretation. It means that, drawing conclusion 
and verifying are drawing confirmation and describing the final result. 
Basically, drawing conclusion and verification need rechecking and data 
validating to strengthen the conclusion to be firmer and more trustworthy. 
Then, the researcher withdrew relation between the data and the theories. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data Collecting 
Data Reduction 
Data Serving 
Conclusion 
G. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
The data of information gathered from the research were in the form of 
records, photos, and the data taken from interview to see wheter the 
research findings are credible or not, it should be checked. In this research, 
the checking of the research finding use triangulation. Triangulation is 
qualitative cross-validation. It assesses the sufficiency of the data 
according to the convergence of multiple data sources or multiple data 
collection procedures (William Wiersma in Sugiyono, 2015: 372). Data 
Reduction Data Serving Conclusion Data Collecting  Sugiyono (2015: 
372) states that there are three types of triangulation. Those are 
triangulation of source, triangulation of technique, and triangulation of 
time. This research uses two types of triangulation. Those are:  
1. Triangulation of the source of data; it is a triangulaion which uses 
many sources of data to validate it. The data taken from an informant 
was compared to the data from the other informants. 
2. Triangulation of technique; it is a triangulation which uses many 
techniques to validate data. It is the technique of examining the 
trustworthiness of the data which uses the things outside the data in 
order to examine the data and to compare the data between observation 
and interview. For instance, the data taken from interview was 
compared to the data taken from observation which has the same 
source. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CAHPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the researcher would like to analyze the classify data concerning 
with the problem statement stated in chapter 1. Therefore, the report is divided into 
two parts. They are research finding and discussion. Research finding reports the fact 
faced by the researcher and discussion represented in the theories from the expert 
compared with the fact in the field. 
A. Research Finding 
The researcher is going to explain the data resulted from interview given to 
three Thai students in IAIN Surakarta. The data is gained from the interview. The 
researcher would like to analyze the difficulties of Thai Students in learning 
reading. Reading problems are found among every age group and in every 
primary school classroom, although some children are at greater risk of reading 
difficulties than others. How and why precisely this happens has not been fully 
understood (Snow, Burns and Griffin, 1998). According to Snow, Burns and 
Griffin (1998), the factors that contribute to these reading difficulties include 
biological deficits that make the processing of sound symbol relationship 
difficult, factors within the individual, factors in the home, social and cultural 
environments and factors in the school environments such as school curriculum 
and teaching methods. 
1. Descriptions of the Difficulties of Thai’s Students in Reading class. 
The responses of the informants about the difficulties in reading 
especially for English text such as identify the idea, word analysis, oral 
reading, word recognition, spelling, and pronoun (Rauha Nehafo Hartney 
April, 2011). These difficulties would be explained based on the interview 
result. 
The responses of the informant show that they really like reading. 
They usually read novels, comic, magazine, or article. They said that 
reading make them has a lot of knowledge. They interest and very like 
reading if it used Thai language. Thai students fell difficult if they should 
read English while they like reading. The informant said that reading Thai 
text with English text is quite different.   The informant said, 
“Sebenarnya saya suka membaca mbak, apalagi kalau novel. Tapi kalau 
sudah di terjemahkan ke bahasa Thailand mbak. Kalau baca Text Inggris 
itu saya tertarik tapi karena ada kesulitan saya jadi jarang membaca text 
basaha Inggris, soalnya tidak tahu artinya.”(interview with ( subject 1)on 
April 12, 2017) 
Subject 1 said that she like reading novels, but if it was translated into 
Thai language. The informants interest in English text, because they do 
not know the meaning they fell difficult to read and fell bored. The 
difficulties in reading text according to the interview are difficult to 
understanding the meaning. The informant should translate the novel or 
English text into their mother tongue. It need more time, and they should 
think hard.  
The difficulties of reading were made them has some problem in 
reading class. They feel anxiety when the lecture asks them to read 
English text. They could answer the questions to. To read one English text 
they need more time.  
The other informant said: 
“Kerana membaca text bahasa Inggris itu susah mbak, di kelas Inggris 
saya jadi khawatir dan pasif sekali. Apalagi kalau harus baca mbak, saya 
takut salah mbak, kalau baca text Inggris itu harus mikir dulu mbak, 
benar tidak ya pronoun nya, tulisannya sama cara bacanya berbeda( 
interview with Subjec 2 on April 17, 2017) 
The informant feels anxiety when they are in reading class because 
their spelling in English is very poor. In the reading class they become 
passive and just listening to the lecture. Reading becomes more difficult if 
the reader feel anxiety and not comfortable. Moreover, their English class 
in Thailand did not make habit to speak. The teaching learning was still 
classical, where they were passive in class. They were only commanded to 
memorize vocabularies and learn grammatical structure. It means that they 
are lack communication in class, either English language or Indonesian 
language.  
The informant said: 
“Yang buat susah baca text Inggris itu ya mengucapkannya mbak. 
Bunyinya beda sama hurufnya kan, contohnya ‘one’ di baca ‘wan’ kan 
beda sekaliya mbak itu. Saya susah sekali jika disuruh menghafal shound 
atau pronoun setiap kata mbak.” (interview with Subject 3 on April 15, 
2017) (spelling) 
The next informant said that the difficulty in reading is spelling. 
Spelling in English is different with other language. To be master in 
spelling English, we should understand about the symbol sounds of 
English. The Thai students have a difficulty in spelling; they should learn 
the sound of English alphabet first.  
The one informant said: 
“Saya paham artinya mbak, tapi susah sekali mengeja bahasa Inggris 
mbak, karena hurufnya beda sama bunyinya mbak, gampang bahasa 
Indonesia kan mbak,( interview with  Subject 1 on April 12, 2017) 
The informant said that spelling in English really difficult. They do not 
understand how to read with the correct spell. These difficulties are 
feeling too with other students. Phonetic symbol in English become the 
difficulties in reading.  If students understand what the phonetic symbol of 
English is, they will be master in reading.  
This statement is support by the reading lecture: 
“Kalau dikelas reading sebenarnya bukan hanya anak Thailand saja yang 
mengalami kesulitan, banyak mahasiswa disini yang juga mengalami 
kesulitan di reading. Akan tetapi karena mahasiswa Thai bahasa ibunya 
menggunakan tulisan Palapa bukan huruf alpabhet jadi pas baca 
kesulitannya lebih banyak mahasiswa Thai, mereka masih harus 
menyesuaikan sound yang keluar dari setiap hurufnya juga. Belajar 
tentang phonetic dan symbol reading in English. Ditambah ejaan bahasa 
Inggris itu juga berbeda dengan bahasa lain. (Interview with  subject 4 on 
30 April, 2017) 
Subject 4 said that Thai students have a problem in phonetic and 
phoneme. Even the lecture ask to read some text in English they will feel 
worry and not comfortable. They worry if the pronoun is wrong and the 
other students want laughing at them. Difference pronunciation makes 
them think more times to speak correctly. It could be seen from the answer 
of the informant, 
“Inggris itu ejaannya yang susah mbak, bingung ngucapinnya gimana, di 
tambah saya takut kalau pas saya baca teman teman mentertawakan  
mbak. Jadinya saya kan malu, bikin malas baca juga.” (Interview with  
subject 5 on April 22, 2017). 
 One of the reading lecturers,  subject 4 , said; 
“Pengucapan, pronoun mahasiswa Thai memang terlihat sedikit berbeda 
dan terasa kurang tepat. Karena masalah itu mereka jadi kurang percaya 
diri ketika di minta untuk read aloud di kelas saya. (Interview with  
subject 4  on 30 April, 2017) 
While spelling and pronoun, the Thai students also have other 
problems in reading that make them feel more difficult in reading. 
Comprehension is crucial throughout learning. After a student’s reads a 
selection aloud or silently he/she should be asked to tell the teacher what 
happened in the story. An excellent response would naturally include 
answers to the 5W’s and an H (Who, What, Where, When, Why and 
How). A very good response would have the child answering the first four 
or more of the questions based upon the 5W’s and an H. Therefore, 
weaker responses would leave out three or more of these key components.  
The informant said: 
“Saya kesulitan sekali di kelas reading kalau dosen menyuruh mencari ide 
pokoknya mbak, sudah tidak paham artinya lagi mbak. Harus 
mengartikan dulu satu kata satu kata.” (Interview with  subject 2 on April 
17, 2017) 
The other responds from the informant: 
“Di reading menurut saya yang menyulitkan itu kalau harus menganalisa 
arti suatu kalimat mbak, soalnya terkadang saya itu sulit menangkap 
maknanya. Kalau di artikan satu per satu terkadang malah tidak 
nyambung juga mbak, apa lagi kalau di tanya tentang seberapa jauh 
pemahaman kita tentang sebuah cerita. Misalkan siapa tokoh utama, 
gimana wataknya, informasi apa yang kita dapat. Wahh sulit sekali mbak 
buat pahamnya” (Interview with subject 5  on April 22, 2017) 
Finding main idea in the text is difficult for Thai students. The reading 
lecture also said that Thai students have difficult if he ask them to find the 
main idea or find some important information. The students have to 
understand about the main of the text before they find the main idea. Thai 
students always feel worry to answer the question from the lecture. They 
have difficulties in find the main idea because they do not know the 
meaning. Translate the text into Thai language is not easy for them.  
The Thai students said: 
“Memahami isi text itu juga susah mbak, harus mengartikan, kadang 
udah di artikan pun isinya tetep tidakk sesuai” (interview with subject 3  
on April 15, 2017) 
The informant said that translate English into Thai language is 
difficult. Sometimes when they tried to translate the text, they are having 
some mistake. Finally the meaning is different with the lecture.  
The one reading English said: 
 “Mahasiswa Thai juga sulit dalam memahani text bacaan. Ketika saya 
meminta untuk mencari main idea sering sekali jawabannya kurang 
tepat” ( Interview with subject 4, on 30 April, 2017) 
The statement was support with the Thai students: 
“Bagaimana memahami ,makma tekx mbak, kadang memahami satu 
kalimat saja salah, karena banyak sekali jenis dan grammar di Inggris 
yang buat saya semakin kesulitan” (interview with subject 1, on April 12, 
2017) 
Based on interview about reading difficulties, the researcher interfered 
that Thai students‟ difficulties are mostly in the spelling, identifying main 
ideas, recognizing plot and generic structure, word analyses, translation, 
even though they like reading because their difficulties they fee bore and 
cannot enjoy their reading class.    
2. Descriptions of the factor cause difficulties in reading class among 
Thai’s Students. 
Reading difficulties are for students because their motivation in 
reading is really poor. Some factor that cause difficulties for students are 
vocabulary, phoneme, fluency, and awareness.  
The one informant said: 
“Kelancaran saya dalam membaca text Inggris kurang mbak, jadi 
membaca text Inggris susah buat saya.” (Interview with subjec 1 , on 
April 12, 2017) 
The informant said that their fluency in reading English is not good. 
They could read reading with good spelling. Fluency is the ability to read 
text accurately and quickly, either silently or orally. Researchers have 
found that fluent reading at the word level is established after an 
individual reads a word at least four times using accurate phonologic 
processing. Fluency is built word by word and is based on repeated, 
accurate sounding out of the word. Fluency is not established by 
“memorizing” what words look like but rather by developing correct 
neural-phonologic models of the word. 
The other informant also said: 
“Ketika membaca text Inggris tidak lancar saya mbak, mungkin itu 
sebabnya reading itu susah buat saya” (Interview with subjec 3r on April 
15, 2017) 
It means that some students feel difficult in reading because of their 
fluency in read text. In other word the second things that cause difficulties 
is their pronoun or phoneme are so poor.  
The one informant said: 
“Pengucapan saya di Inggris jelek mbak, jadi malu kalau baca text 
Inggris di kelas Inggris” (Interview with subject 5 on April 22, 2017) 
Their phoneme are really bad, its make their pronoun are bad too. The 
problems of Thai students in pronoun also make them feels worry to read 
in public, like in the reading class.  
Phonics is an instructional method that associates written letters and 
letter combinations with the sounds of spoken language. Once letters are 
linked to sounds, they are no longer meaningless marks; they are the 
building blocks of words. Phonics strategies help students develop basic 
skills for decoding the words they read as well as spelling the words they 
write.  
 
This problems are feels by other informant: 
“Pronoun English saya buruk mbak, tidak percaya diri kalau di suruh 
baca text Inggrisnya.” (Interview with subject 2 on April 17, 2017) 
The informant is lack of confidents because their pronoun is not good. 
It became the cause of reading difficult for them. Students not enjoy, even 
they read English they only thing that reading is difficult. The difficulties 
become more complex when they should read long text. 
The informant said: 
“Kalau dikasih textnya panjang saya bosan mbak, dan tidak tahu 
maknanya juga. (Interview with subjec 2 on April 17, 2017) 
The informant become bored if they should read long text and it’s 
difficult to be understanding. It means that they are having problem in 
reading comprehension. Reading comprehension is the ability to 
understand, remember, and communicate meaning from what has been 
read. Comprehension is the purpose and the goal of reading, but 
comprehension depends on students being able to access the text, which 
can only happen after they have already mastered certain phonemic 
awareness and phonics skills.  
In the reading class, the lecture thinks the difficulties in reading star 
from our self. Thai students low of motivation in reading; bored to read 
long text, not understand with the meaning of the text.  
 
The lecture said: 
“Saya merasa kesulitan itu ada karena, mereka kurang menyukai 
membaca text bahasa Inggris, bukan hanya siswa Thai mahasiwa 
Indonesia pun merasakan hal yang sama. Di tambah lagi pegetahuan 
vocab mereka yang kurang banya, menyebabkan mereka tidak tahu 
artinya, jadi menambah kesulitan dalam membaca.” (Interview with 
subject 4 on 30 April, 2017) 
From the interview above, the researcher conclude that Thai students 
luck of motivation in English text. Their comprehension are poor, and that 
their pronoun not really good too. That is become the cause of difficulties 
in reading English text. The lecture also asked neither that Thai students 
not really like reading. Even he give a long text, Thai students become 
passive in the class. They could answer the question from the lecture.  
3. Descriptions of strategies are used by Thai students to overcome their 
reading difficulties in reading class. 
The responses of the informants included the indicators of reading 
difficulties scale such as lack of confidence, lack of spelling, lack of 
pronoun, fear of making mistakes, and the difficulties in understanding the 
main Idea. The Thai students have some strategies to overcome their 
weakness in reading. The strategies would be explained in this chapter. 
 
The one informant said: 
“Saya tanya sama teman yang Inggrisnya bagus mbak.” (Interview with 
subject 1, on April 12, 2017) 
Even Thai students found difficult word to read, they asked for help 
with their friends who the English better than them. They asked how to 
read and what is the meaning. It is the fast and simple strategies that 
always used by Thai students.  
It support by other Thai students: 
“Saya tanya teman mbak yang paling gampang, lebih praktis dan tidak 
perlu buka di kamus. (Interview with sub 2 on April 17, 2017) 
The informant said that asked help with their friends is simple 
strategies and it’s become easy to do. They ask for helping with their 
friends who English better than them. They friends will help with said the 
correct pronoun. It’s make Thai students more confidents when reading 
English text.  
The other strategies are open oxford dictionary, like this informant do: 
“Buka kamus oxford mbak, di situ kan ada cara bacanya.” (Interview 
with subject 1, on April 12, 2017) 
In oxford dictionary the students can found the phonetic symbols that 
can help them to read the word and to spell it. The Thai students always 
bring the dictionary in the reading class. It can help them to read with the 
correct pronoun.  
The informant said: 
“Ketika kelas reading saya pasti bawa kamus oxford mbak, lebih tenang 
kalau di kelas reading kalau sudah bawa kamus mbak.” (Interview with 
subject 5 on April 22, 2017) 
The Thai students feel confidents when in the reading class if they 
bring their dictionary. It can help them to read better. The dictionary helps 
them in spelling word and also understanding the meaning. In other word 
the Thai students also improve their reading skill with always practice 
reading English text.  
The informant said:  
“Saya sering membaca text English yang gampang dan saya sukai mbak.” 
(Interview with subject 2 on April 17, 2017) 
The informant study reading with reading easy text. They read text 
that they like and short. It can help them to make their reading improve. 
Learning reading with more reading text was become the best way to be 
master in English. The Thai students need best score in reading class. 
They tried to be better and improve their weakness.  
The informant said: 
“Sering berlatih membaca text Inggris aja mbak, mungkin pertamanya 
rasanya malas mbak, tapi saya gak mau nilai reading saya jelek. Jadi 
saya berusaha untuk lebih giat lagi dalam membaca mbak” (Interview 
with subject 3  on April 15, 2017) 
 
 
It means that Thai students were built their motivation in reading. 
Their do not want to lose reading score. Even though they have some 
difficulties they not give up foot that and tried to improve their reading 
skill. The Thai students study reading with more read English text.  
 
B. Discussion 
Discussion presents the data got by the researcher from the 
documentation and interview. Thus it is compared with the theories 
constructed by the expert whether it is suitable or not. In this part the 
researcher would like to discuss the four Thai students‟ responses about 
factors that experienced by Thai students when learning reading and strategies 
to overcome the difficulties based on the theory above. 
1. The factors that experienced by Thai students when learning reading  
The researcher distributed interview list toward the Thai students who 
had been the informant, from the interview list distributed to the informant 
the researcher got responses from interview data.  
a. communication Apprehension 
1) Thai students‟ did not understand well of the lecturer’s 
explanation. 
“Dosen terkadang menjelaskan pakai bahasa jawa mbak, kadang 
saya bingung, soalnya bahasa melayu saya saja masih belum 
bagus. Apalagi kalo pakek bahasa jawa. Saya benar benar 
ketinggalan sekali mbak di kelas.(Interview with subject  2 on 
April 17, 2017) 
Seen from Spolsky‟s general model of second language 
learning, there are relationship between contextual factors, 
individual learner differences, learning opportunities, and learning 
outcomes. Based on research, they live in homogenous boarding 
house where a house is all of the Thai students.  
The lecture said: 
“Terkadang karena terbiasa pakai bahasa Jawa ketika 
berkomunikasi, saya lupa kalau ada mahasiswa asing di kelas 
saya.” (Interview with subject 4 on 30 April, 2017) 
The lecture sometimes forgot to speak Indonesian because he 
always communicates used java language. It makes Thai students 
more difficult when learn reading. It’s better if the lecture 
explained uses Indonesian language, because if the lecture used 
English it will be more difficult for them.  
The Thai students said: 
“Lebih baik jelasin pakai bahasa Indonesia saja mbak, soalnya 
kalau pakai Inggris saya malah tambah tidak tahu.” (Interview 
with subject  5 on April 22, 2017) 
Their Indonesia language is not really good because they lived 
with Thai people too. Their relationship with domestic students not 
really close. It makes their Indonesian language not improve fast.  
 
The Domestic students said: 
“Mereka gabungnya sama orang Thai juga sih mbak, jarang 
kumpul sama kita, tapi kalo pas kerja kelompok ya pasti bareng. 
Mungkin karena bahasnya berbeda mereka jadi kurang percaya 
diri kalau mau bareng kita. (Interview with subject 6 on 28 April 
2017) 
It can be concluded that they are not yet success in second 
language learning. They were still uncertain to speak Indonesian 
language. In their boarding house, they spoke Thai or Malay 
language each other. Their Indonesian language was only 
developed in campus or outdoor. They might be get Javanese 
language also if they live in heterogeneous boarding house. It can 
decrease their difficulty to understand the lecturer’s explanation 
using Javanese language. It causes less sociability in the 
environment.  
Actually, they have many opportunities to speak, to argue, to 
ask, or to answer, but they were not confident to do that. In formal 
study, they avoided to be involved in class, no give contribution in 
class and no participation. In this case, they should active in class 
whatever the mistakes happen. They also should be sociable with 
others, especially domestic students. It can success their second 
language learning, so automatically support their study here. 
2) They were shy if they mispronounce the text would be read. 
“Jadi kalau ada tugas baca, ada corenya, sedangkan yang 
corenya itu tiga orang tersebut. Saya suruh mereka reading 
aloud dulu sebelum yang lain menjawab. Pokoknya sebelum 
penyampaian teks, corenya tiga orang itu. Jadi yang reading 
aloudnya masih berantakan jadi core di kelas.” (Interview with 
subject 4 on 30 April, 2017) 
It shows that they are not confidence to reading aloud because 
of their unwell pronunciation. They often bring out the 
pronunciation used in Thailand when they speak English.  
She answered: 
“Ya mbak kadang pronunciationnya terbawa dari sana jadi 
takut salah cakap.” (Interview with subject 2 on April 17, 2017) 
The interview result represent that they were silent in class, 
because they were afraid of mispronouncing the words, either 
English language or Indonesian language. In this case, they were 
often commanded to read loudly. Meanwhile, their pronunciation 
was less and they were lack of vocabulary. 
 
b. Spelling awareness 
1) They English spelling is not really good. 
“Spelling English itu susah sekali mbak, saya suka 
bingung.”(Interview with subject 3 on April 15, 2017) It means 
that Thai students can not spell English correctly.  
2) Misunderstanding in answering the lecturer’s question  
“Tidak aktif mbak di kelas, jadi nunggu ditunjuk dosen 
karena takut salah mbak.”(Interview with subject 2  on April 17, 
2017) 
 They were afraid if they misunderstand what they read. They 
only gave smile or said directly if they cannot answer the question. 
They often asked their friend to help them. It shows that they are 
anxious of negative evaluation. Nevertheless, if they want to be 
confident, they should decrease their stereotype about ridicule by 
others. They should aware that it is process of learning and it 
improves them to be self-confident. 
 
2. The Strategies used by Thai students to Overcome Reading difficulties 
a. Asking help with their friends 
“Terpaksa tidak tahu ya saya tanya sama temen saja mbak” 
(Interview with subject 1, on April 12, 2017) 
They said to their friends to help them read the English text. It 
can be the fast strategies to overcome their reading difficulties. They 
were anxious if the lecturer asked them, and they could not  answer 
correctly. They often asked their friend to help them in answering the 
question. In fact, if they did not ask the lecturer about the material, 
they ask the others to re-explain about the material. It can be known 
that they have made effort to learn reading although they asked more 
to their peers. 
b. Prepare before come to reading class 
“Persiapan dulu mbak, sebelum ke kelas reading, bawa kamus dan 
baca lagi  materi perkuliahan nanti.” (Interview with subject 5 on 
April 22, 2017) 
They always study hard at night before come to reading class. They 
read some text to prepare their reading lessons. Even though they have 
prepared the lesson at that night, they still unconfidence to face 
reading. Difficult in understanding of the text made them uncertain to 
explain what they read. So they bring Dictionary to help them find out 
the meaning and the pronoun of some word. 
“Persiapan saya sebelum masuk kelas reading, selain baca text materi 
besok, saya juga menyiapkan kamus mbak.” (Interview with subject 3 
on April 15, 2017) 
From the interview with some respondents and observation, the theory used 
by the researcher have the same with the result. Those are:  
1. The factors experienced by Thai students in reading class at the fifth semester 
in IAIN Surakarta. 
2. The strategies used by Thai students in dealing the reading difficulties. 
3. Thai students are international students who have higher difficulties than 
others. 
4. They are still difficult to understand Indonesian language. They have not yet 
success in second language learning. There were also no theory with related to 
the result of the research. It is about reading skill that one of the difficult of 
reading skill is unfamiliar writing system.  
 
 
 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter deals with the result of the research finding and discussion of the 
research that has been done in IAIN Surakarta. From the research finding and 
discussion the previous chapter and referring to the problem statements, it could be 
drawn the conclusions as follows. 
A. Conclusion 
 Based on the research findings and the discussion results of the 
research at IAIN Surakarta about the difficulties of reading English of Thai 
students, it can be conclude that are: 
 The researcher interfered that Thai students‟ difficulties are mostly in 
the spelling, identifying main ideas, recognizing plot and generic structure, 
word analyses, translation, even though they like reading because their 
difficulties they fee bore and cannot enjoy their reading class. Some learners 
have dropped out of school without acquiring the necessary reading skills 
while others read without understanding what they are reading (Kondo, 2004: 
p.8). 
 Some factor that cause difficulties for students are vocabulary, 
phoneme, fluency, and awareness. Researchers have found that fluent reading 
at the word level is established after an individual reads a word at least four 
times using accurate phonologic processing. In other word the second things 
that cause difficulties is their pronoun or phoneme are so poor. The informant 
is lack of confidents because their pronoun is not good. It became the cause of 
reading difficult for them. Students not enjoy, even they read English they 
only thing that reading is difficult. The informant become bored if they should 
read long text and it’s difficult to be understanding. It means that they are 
having problem in reading comprehension. Reading comprehension is the 
ability to understand, remember, and communicate meaning from what has 
been read. 
 The Thai students have some strategies to overcome their weakness in 
reading. They asked for help with their friends who the English better than 
them. They asked how to read and what is the meaning. They friends will help 
with said the correct pronoun. It’s make Thai students more confidents when 
reading English text. The other strategies are open oxford dictionary. The 
informant study reading with reading easy text. They read text that they like 
and short. It can help them to make their reading improve. Learning reading 
with more reading text was become the best way to be master in English. 
 
B. Suggestion  
After analyzing and making conclusion about the research, the researcher 
gives some suggestions in order to make a better improvement. 
1. For the Thai students  
After the researcher interviewed them about reading 
difficulties, Thai students should study hard to reduce their 
difficulties in class. By well preparation, they will be ready to face 
it. They also should be active in class, because it improves their 
communication with others. They will get plus score if they always 
give contribution. It also makes them more understand what the 
material about. 
2. For the lecturers  
Lecturers have to more pay attention to their students‟ 
condition. When the lecturers know the weaknesses of Thai 
students, they should change the teaching style. Because of Thai 
students more understand Indonesian language than English 
language; the lecturers should mix both of the languages, except 
speaking lecturer. Although, they took English Department but 
they need contain of the material by no speaking English purely. 
The lecturers are hoped not to Javanese language because they do 
not understand not at all what the lecturers explained.  
3. For The Researcher 
The researcher realizes that this research is far from being 
perfect so the researcher hopes the readers would give any critic 
and suggestions. The researcher wishes that this research can give 
contributions for the readers and it will be useful to improve 
information about the study in linguistic especially about the 
English learning strategies. 
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APPENDIX 1 
RESPONDENT LIST 
1. The Thai students who had taken Extensive Reading at the Sixth Semester in 
IAIN Surakarta 
a. Huwaina Lohramae is student of IAIN Surakarta from Thai at the sixth 
semesters in EnglishEducation Department.  
b. Annesah Kasor is student of IAIN Surakarta from Thai at the sixth 
semesters in English EducationDepartment. 
c. Muhammad Ruslanis student of IAIN Surakarta from Thai at the sixth 
semesters in English Education Department. 
d. Paisal Minadaohis student of IAIN Surakarta from Thai at the sixth 
semesters in English EducationDepartment. 
2. The domestic student who at same class with Thai students  
a. Nurul is students of IAIN Surakarta from Sukoharjo at the sixth semester 
in EnglishEducation Department. 
3. The reading lecturers who taught Thai students isKuncoro, M. Pd. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX 2 
FIELD NOTES OF OBSERVATION 
a. Field note 1  
File code  : FN/OBS/01  
Topic   : Observation of reading difficulties by Thai Students in critical 
reading class 
Informant  : Mr. Kuncoro 
Place   : P 3.1 room at Postgraduation Building  
Day, date  : Friday, 14 June, 2017 
 
 This was the first time the researcher observed in Reading class of four 
semester where there were three Thai students. The researcher observed in reading 
class after permitted by the reading lecturer. In this observation, the researcher used 
covert observation to know their real learning process. Thai students did not know 
that the researcher observed their anxiety toward reading lesson. At that time, they 
sat on chair closely. Nevertheless, by sitting together, they did not make noisy in 
class. They paid attention on material, during the teaching learning process. But in 
the middle of the learning process, they looked bored. Because of the technique used 
by the lecturer or the reading material. They played their phone and cheated with 
others. In the end, they ask others for help if the lecturer gave them questions. 
 
b. Field note 2 
File code  : FN/OBS/02 
Topic   : Observation of reading difficulties by Thai Students in critical 
reading class 
Informant  : Mr. Kuncoro 
Place   : P 3.1 room at Postgraduation Building  
Day, date  : Tuesday, 18 June, 2017 
 
This was the second time the researcher observed in reading difficulties in 
the classical reading class. The researcher observed the strategies that Thai students 
used to cause the difficulties. Thai students become passive in the class, they could 
understand with lecture explanation. The lecture looks not notice with that situation. 
The lecturer should give often the question about the material for students, 
especially Thai students. It aims as reinforcement of the material which has 
been explained. Automatically, they re-think the material to answer the 
question. They will be more remember the question points which given by the 
lecturer. 
c. Field note 3 
File code  : FN/OBS/03 
Topic   : Observation of reading difficulties by Thai Students in critical 
reading class 
Informant  : Mr. Kuncoro 
Place   : P 3.1 room at Postgraduation Building  
Day, date  : Tuesday, 18 June, 2017 
 
This was the three times the researcher observed in strategies to cause 
reading difficulties in the critical reading class. Looked they were not 
confident to answer the questions. In this case, they should ask directly to the 
lecturer what the material which have not understand yet. It also could 
improve their bravery to communicate in public. They should also read the 
material to get depth comprehension. It helps them to find the difficult 
material and ask directly to the lecturer or their domestic friend.  
They also ask helping with their friend to help them in understanding 
the reading material. Thai students also bring dictionary to help them in 
translate some word.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX 3 
Interview list for Reading Lecture 
1. Dalam menjelaskan materi Reading bahasa apa yang bapak gunakan? 
2. Apakan bapak melakukan metode khusus dalam menjelaskan materi untuk 
mahasiswa Thailand? 
3. Jika ada method apa? 
4. Apakah ada perlakuan khusus untuk mereka? 
5. Sampai dimanakan kemampuan berbahasa Inggris mereka? 
6. Apakah jenis teks yang bapak gunakan dalam mengajar? 
7. Ketika membaca teks yang bapak sajikaan, pernahkah bapak menemui 
kesulitan yang mereka alami? 
8. Jika ada, apakah bapak memberikan solusi kepada mereka untuk mengatasi 
kesulitan tersebut? 
9. Menurut bapak, yang menjadi factor munculnya kesulitan dalam membaca 
teks bahasa Inggris apa? 
10. Apakah mereka aktif di kelas? 
11. Seberapa sering mereka membuka kamus? 
12. Bagaimana dengan nilai reading mereka? 
13. Apakah hasil MID dan final Exam mereka bagus? 
Interview list for domestic students at same class 
1. Bagaimana mereka bersosialisasi? 
2. Apakah mereka tinggal bersama dengan mahasiswa Indonesia? 
3. Bagaimana mereka ketika melakukan kerja kelompok? 
4. Apakah mereka berbaur dengan mahasiswa Indonesia juga? 
5. Apakah anda pernah menemui mereka mengalam kesultan ketika membaca 
teks bahasa Inggris? 
6. Bagaimana dengan bahasa Indonesia mereka? Apakah lancar? 
Interview list for three Thai Students 
1. Apa yang menjadi motivasi anda untuk belajar bahasa Inggris di Indonesia? 
2. Apakah anda menyukai bahasa Inggris? 
3. Bagaimana keadaan di kelas anda ketika makul reading? 
4. Pernahkan dosen anda menjelaskan dengan menggunakan bahasa jawa? 
5. Dalam reading, kesulitan apa yang pernah anda temui? 
6. Apakah anda suka membaca? 
7. Teks apa yang biasa anda baca? 
8. Dalam sehari berapa halaman yang bisa anda baca? 
9. Pernahkah dosen anda meminta anda untuk membaca tesk di depan kelas? 
10. Teks apa saja yang biasa di sajikan dosen anda di kelas? 
11. Apa pendapat anda menenai grammar? 
12. Dalam reading hal apakah yang membuat anda merasa begitu kesulitan? 
13. Bagaimana cara anda untuk mengatasi kesulitan itu? 
14. Adakah method khusus yang anda gunakan dalam membaca teks bahasa 
Inggris? 
15. Apa harapan anda untuk pendidikan bahasa inggris di Indonesia, terutama 
bahasa Inggris? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 4 
INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT 
 
Interview list for Reading Lecture 
1. Dalam 
menjelaska
n materi 
Reading 
bahasa apa 
yang bapak 
gunakan? 
 
Campurmbak, tapilebihbanyakbahasaInggrisnya 
 
2. Apakan 
bapak 
melakukan 
metode 
khusus 
dalam 
menjelaska
n materi 
untuk 
mahasiswa 
thailan? 
Tidak sih mbak, sayamengajarnyadenganmetode yang 
samadengan domestic students. 
Cumaterkadangsayamelakukaninteraksidenganmerekamenggun
akabahasa Indonesia, 
untukmemastikanapakahmerekapahamdenganmateri yang 
sayasampaikan. 
3. Jika ada 
method 
apa? 
(tidakadametodekhususuntuk Thai students) 
 
4. Apakah 
ada 
perlakuan 
khusus 
untuk 
mereka? 
Padaumumnyauntuk Thai students memilikikemampuan yang 
sama denganmahasiswa domestic,  merekamampumemahami 
text bahasa 
 
5. Sampai 
dimanakan 
kemampua
n 
berbahasa 
inggris 
mereka? 
Banyakmbakjenisnya, misalkan text narrative, report, 
ataujugaterkadang announcement dan advertisement 
6. Apakah 
jenis teks 
yang bapak 
gunakan 
dalam 
mengajar? 
Pengucapan, pronoun mahasiswa Thai 
memangterlihatsedikitberbedadanterasakurangtepat. 
Karenamasalahitumerekajadikurangpercayadiriketika di 
mintauntuk read aloud di kelassaya. Mahasiswa 
Thaijugasulitdalammemahani text bacaan. 
Ketikasayamemintauntukmencari main idea 
seringsekalijawabannyakurangtepat 
7. Ketika 
membaca 
teks yang 
bapak 
sajikaan, 
pernahkah 
bapak 
menemui 
kesulitan 
yang 
mereka 
alami? 
Sayamenyarankanmerekauntukseringmembacadanmengartikan
sajambak. 
 
8. Jika ada, 
apakah 
bapak 
memberika
n solusi 
kepada 
mereka 
untuk 
mengatasi 
kesulitan 
tersebut? 
Sayamenyarankanmerekauntukseringmembacadanmengartikan
sajambak. 
 
9. Menurut 
bapak, 
yang 
menjadi 
factor 
munculnya 
kesulitan 
dalam 
membaca 
teks bahasa 
inggris 
apa? 
Kalau dikelas reading sebenarnyabukanhanyaanak Thailand 
saja yang mengalamikesulitan, banyakmahasiswasini yang 
jugamengalamikesulitan di reading. Akan 
tetapikarenamahasiswa 
ThaibahasaibunyamenggunakantulisanPalapabukanhurufalpab
hetjadi pas bacakesulitannyalebihbanyakmahasiswa Thai, 
merekamasihharusmenyesuaikan sound 
yangkeluardarisetiaphurufnyajuga. Belajartentang phonetic 
dan symbol reading in English. Ditambahejaanbahasa 
Inggrisitujugaberbedadenganbahasa lain 
10. Apakah 
mereka 
aktif di 
kelas? 
Sebagiandarimerekacukupaktif 
11. Seberapa 
sering 
mereka 
membuka 
kamus? 
 
Kalau itupasticukupsering, 
Cumasayakurangbegitumemperhatikan. 
12. Bagaimana 
dengan 
nilai 
reading 
mereka? 
Ada yang nilainya bagus, tapi lebihbanyaknilaimereka pas pas 
an mbak 
 
13. Apakah 
hasil MID 
dan final 
Exam 
mereka 
bagus? 
Biasasajambak, ada yang pas kkm, tapi untukke 4 
siswainikebutulan di bawahkkm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview list for domestic students at same class 
1. Bagaimanamerekabersosialisasi? Sayakurangakrabsihmbk, 
merekaseringnyabarengsamatemanteman
dari Thailand juga. 
 
2. Apakah mereka tinggal bersama 
dengan mahasiswa Indonesia? 
 
Iyambk, ada orang Indonesia juga di 
kosanmereka 
3. Bagaimana mereka 
ketikamelakukan kerja 
kelompok? 
Kebetulansaya 
belumpernahsekelompokdenganmerekamb
ak. 
4. Apakah mereka berbaur dengan 
mahasiswa Indonesia juga? 
Kadangmbak 
5. Apakah anda pernah menemui 
mereka mengalam kesultan 
ketika membaca teks bahasa 
Inggris? 
Pernahmbak, pas 
merekangucapinvocabnya 
6. Bagaimana dengan bahasa 
Indonesia mereka? Apakah 
lancar? 
Lumayan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview list for three Thai Students 
1. Apa yang menjadi 
motivasi anda 
untuk belajar 
bahasa Inggris di 
Indonesia? 
 
Sub 1: Banyak senior saya yang belajar di Indonesia 
dansuksesjadi guru di Thailand 
 
Sub2: Tertariksajadengan Indonesia 
 
Sub 3: Tertariksajadengan Indonesia 
 
Sub 4: Sayasukabelajar di Indonesia 
2. Apakah anda 
menyukai bahasa 
Inggris? 
Sub 1:Suka 
Sub 2: Lumayansuka 
Sub 3; Lumayansuka 
Sub 4: Suka 
3. Bagaimana keadaan 
di kelas anda ketika 
makul reading? 
Sub 1: Biasasajambak, dosennyasantai 
Sub 2: Santaimbak di kelas 
Sub 3:Santai mbak di kelas 
Sub4:Membosankan mbak, 
karenametodedosennyakurangcocokbuatsaya 
 
4. Pernahkan dosen 
anda menjelaskan 
dengan 
menggunakan 
bahasa jawa? 
Sub 1;jarang mbk, kalo di kelasseringnyabahasa 
Indonesia 
Sub 2:Seringnya bahasa Indonesia 
Sub 3: Seringnyabahasa Indonesia 
 
Sub 4: Seringnyabahasa Indonesia 
 
 
5. Dalam reading, 
kesulitan apa yang 
pernah anda temui? 
Sub 1: Saya paham artinya mbak, tapi susah sekali 
mengeja bahasa Inggris mbak, soalnya hurufnya beda 
sama bunyinya mbak, gampang bahasa Indonesia kan 
mbak, 
 
Sub2:Yang menyebabkan reading itususahkarenasaya 
tidak tau phonemnyambak, lambang 
ngucapinnyagitusayakurangpaham. 
Sayakesulitan banget di kelas reading kalau 
dosennyuruhnyari ide pokoknyambak, 
udahtidakpahamartinyalagimbak. 
Harusmengartikandulusatu kata satu kata 
 
sub 3: di reading menurutsaya yang menyulitkanitu 
kalau harusmenganalisaartisuatu kalmiatmbak, 
soalnyaterkadangsayaitusulitmenangkap maknanya. 
Kalau di artikansatu per satukadangmalah 
tidaknyambung.  
6. Apakah anda suka 
membaca? 
Sub 1: Lumayansukambak 
Sub 2:Tidak mbak 
Sub 3: Tidak mbak 
Sub 4: Suka 
 
7. Teks apa yang 
biasa anda baca? 
 
Sub 1: Short story 
Sub 4: Novel mbak 
 
8. Dalam sehari 
berapa halaman 
yang bisa anda 
baca? 
 
Sub 1: Tidak pastimbak, tergantung mood saya 
 
Sub 4: Bisasampai 50 halaman, 
tergantungwaktuluangsaya 
9. Pernahkah dosen 
anda meminta anda 
untuk membaca 
tesk di depan kelas? 
 
Sub 1:Pernah mbak 
Sub2; Pernahmbak 
Sub3: Pernahmbak 
Sub 4: Iyapernah 
10. Teks apa saja yang 
biasa di sajikan 
dosen anda di 
kelas? 
Sub1: Banyakmbak, narrative, report, dll 
Banyakmbak, narrative, report, annoucment 
 
Sub 2: narrative, report, annoucment 
 
Sub 4: narrative, report, annoucment, 
karyasastradaripenulis USA atau English jugapernah. 
 
11. Apa pendapat anda 
menenai grammar? 
 
Sub 1: Sulitmbak 
Sub2: Susahmbak 
Sub 3: Tidak gampang 
Sub 4: Menyenangkankalaubisambak, tapi 
buatsayasusah 
 
12. Dalam reading hal 
apakah yang 
membuat anda 
merasa begitu 
kesulitan? 
 
Sub1: bagaimanamemahami ,akmatekxmbak, 
kadangmemahamisatukalimatajasalah, 
karenabanyaksekalijenisdan grammar di Inggris yang 
buatsayasemakinkesulitan 
 
Sub2:Yang menyebabkan reading itususahkarenasaya 
tidak  tahu phonemnyambak, lambang 
ngucapinnyagitusayakurangpaham.yangbikinsusahbaca 
text Inggris ituyangucapinnyambak. 
Bunyinyabedasamahurufnyakan, contohnya ‘one’ di 
baca ‘wan’ kanbeda sekali to mbakitu. Sayasusah 
sekali suruhngapalinshoundatau pronoun setiap kata 
mbak 
 
Sub3: Pronoun English sayaburukmbak, tidak percaya 
diri jika di suruh baca text Inggrisnya 
 
Sub4: Pengucapan saya di Iggris jelekmbak, jadimalu 
kalau baca text Inggris di kelas Inggris 
 
13. Bagaimana cara 
anda untuk 
mengatasi kesulitan 
itu? 
 
Sub1: Bukakamus oxford mbak, di situ kan ada 
carabacanya 
 
Sub2: Seringberlatihmembaca text Inggris sajambak 
 
Sub3: Seringberlatihmembaca text Inggris, bukakamus 
 
Sub4: Seringbertanyasamatemen yang bisa mbak 
14. Adakah method 
khusus yang anda 
gunakan dalam 
membaca teks 
bahasa Inggris? 
Sub 1; Samabukakamusmbak 
Sub 2: Tidak ada 
 
Sub 3: Biasasajambak, seringbacasaja 
Sub 4: Banyakberlatih, dantidakmalubertanya 
15. Apa harapan anda 
untuk pendidikan 
bahasa inggris di 
Indonesia, terutama 
bahasa Inggris? 
Sub 1: Semogadosennyalebihmemperhatikankitambak 
 
Sub 2: Tidak ada mbak 
 
Sub 3: Tidak ada mbak  
 
Sub 4: Semogaselalumenjadipendidikan yang 
baikmbak. 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview with Mr. Kuncoro in the reading class. 
 
 
 
 
The activities in English class (interaction Mr.Kuncoro and Thai students) 
1. Mr. Kuncoro gives a comment to Thai students. 
Mr. Kuncoro: cobambakhuwaina, di bacatextnya 
Waina: baikpak 
2. Mr. Kuncoro asks a question to Mr. Kuncoro. 
Mr. Kuncoro: Paisal, bisajelaskan text itumenjelaskantentangapa? 
Faisol: tentangpengalamanpenulispak 
3. Mr. Kuncoro: mbak Annesah, 
cobaperhatikantextnyalalucarilahkalimatuntamanya! 
Annesah: maafpak, untukmencarikalimatutamanyasayamasihmerasakesulitan. 
Mr. Kuncoro is always giving a question or comet to his students. He give his 
attention to all his students. His make interaction to his students, so in the class was 
more active not bored. Simple interaction is sometimes he gives a joke to his 
students. Like this dialog: 
Mr. Kuncoro: Di Thailand ada yang jualciloktidakmasPaisal? 
Paisal: Hehe, tidakadapak,,itumakanan khas Indo kokpak, tidaktersedia 
di negara mana pun. 
Thai students also active in the class to make interaction with Mr. Kuncoro.The 
interaction not only about reading, but sometimes about daily activities.The 
interaction about reading is, when Mr. Kuncorogive a comment or question, 
“Mr. Kuncoro: cobaPaisal di baca text nya, laluceritakankembali di depankelas!” 
After that, Paisal try to read the text slowly, but he can retelling the story although he 
not tell with good English. 
 
The activities in English class (interaction Mr.Kuncoro and the researcher) 
Researcher: apasetiappertemuanbapakmemperhatikan Thai students pak? 
Mr.Kuncoro: tidakjugambak, karena di kelaskanbukanhanyaanak Thai saja, 
makasayamembagiperhatiansayadengananak yang lain juga. 
Researcher: apamerekaaktifmasukkekelasanda? 
Mr. Kuncoro: sayalihat di absensimerekaaktif, yaadasesekali tidak masukmbak 
Researcher: bagaimanadengansikapnya di kelaspak? Apakahmemperhatikan, atau 
main HP? 
Mr. Kuncoro: sayakurangmemperhatikanmbak, tapi sepenglihatansaya, 
merekalumayanmemperhatikan, tidakmembuatkeributanjuga. 
Researcher: maafpak, ketika member materi, apakahbapakselalumenyajikan text 
baru? 
Mr. Kuncoro: tidakselalumbak, Cumayaseringnyasaya pakai text baru. 
Researcher: apakahmerekapernahmerasakesulitansaat di kelas English? 
Mr. Kuncoro: kurang tau mbak, tetapisayalihat dari nilaidan keaktifan di 
kelasmerekasedikitkesulitan. Apalagikalausayamemintamerekauntukmengerjakansoal 
reading. 
 
Interview with Anessah Kasor (Thai students) in Gazebo IAIN 
Surakarta 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview with Huwaina Lohramae (Thai students) in Gazebo IAIN 
Surakarta 
 
 
Interview with  Muhammad Ruslan (Thai students) in Gazebo IAIN 
Surakarta 
 
After interview with Thai students in IAIN Surakarta 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
